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» larly in highly saline waters. ,. _ V > A > 

‘ It is known'tha'tia‘s Water cools its density‘decreases 
‘until it reachesltfc. whereupon as cooling continues the 
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This invention relates to. ice vprotection and more par 
ticularly to improved method and apparatus for prevent 
ing the formation of damaging ice on piles, boats and 
other partially immersed objects normally exposed to 
damaging natural icing conditions. 7 p ' 

Where ‘boats, piers and the like are subjected to severe 
ice conditions costly damage can result unless suitable 
precautions are taken before the onset of the ice period.‘ 
In tidal areas, when ice forms tightly about piles, on 
each rise of the tide the ice clamped about the piles raises ' 
them an increment and while they are thus suspended 
by the ice ‘partly out of their original holes in the bot 
tom, sand or mud ?lls in the holes beneath the‘ piles so 
that when the tide falls the piles cannot return to their 
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original position. Thus, the piles are, in effect, jacked ' -' 
upwardly by each rising‘ tide until they are entirely free’ 
whereupon any structure supported on the piles collapses. - 

-25 In certain northern areas of the United States heavy 
icing conditions are normal events and in those areas, oh-l 

. jects which would be exposed to damagingjice are gen; 7 
erally removed bodily from the water; for example,_boats 
are hauled clear of the water and structures, such as piers: 
and the like which are supported by piles, are dismantled 
and the piles jetted out and placedin storage for replace 
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ment after ‘the icin'gzseason. _In more temperate parts of ‘ 
the UnitedStates severe icing conditions occur at inter 

' vals of several years and in these. areas annual precau 
‘ tion's against ice are not normally taken but when a severe 
icing'condition does‘ occurydamage to boats and destruc 

‘ ' tion to pierslcan run into millions of dollars.‘ ,Qne means 
_ for preventing‘ice damage‘in‘ both northern and temperate 

‘ areas has beenj'by th’e'use' of a'network of tubes which lay ‘ 
onfthe‘ibottom and are: supp'lied'with compressed air’ to 

i ' create airbubbl'es ‘throughout the-area toj'be maintained '_ ‘_ 
' ‘ice-free. 'The air bubbles‘ as they ascend towards the sur 
. face acttofdrive upwardly‘ warmer water'lwhich co~ 

1 ' snares 
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taining the temperature of this surface zone above the 
freezing temperature thereof. . . , , 

More particularly it is the object of the invention to 
provide means which accomplishes the foregoing object 
while at the same time‘it insulates the aforementioned 
zone which is to be maintained ice free. 

Still another object of the invention is ‘to provide method 
and means of the foregoing nature wherein the insulating 
means in addition serves as a ?oat for the heat conduct 
ing unit so that the entire ice preventing structure main 
tains the same relative position with respect to the water 
surface regardless of the rise and fall of tide. 

Still another object of the invention is'to provide ice 
prevention means which accomplishes all of the foregoing 
objects by a structure formedrof elongated, heat conduct 
ing material having a length capable of extending from 
the surface of a body of water well downwardly into the 
strata of warmer waters with the surface end of the ma 
terial having bonded to the outer side thereof ?otation 
material which serves not only to support the heat con 
ducting material but also serves as ‘an ‘insulator against 
ice formed ‘outside of the zone to be protected. I 
_ Yet another object of the invention is'to provide struc 
ture of the foregoing nature which may ‘be ‘either pre 
fabricated in sleeve-like form so as to slide over the upper 
end of individual piles and the like orv may be fabricated 
in substantially ?at sheets which are capable of being cut 
to the proper size and formed as a sleeve around piles or 
other structures whose upper ends are not free. 

_ Qther objects and their attendant advantages will be-, 
come apparent as the following detailed description is read 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings-wherein: 

. FIG. .1‘ ‘is a vertical cross-sectional view illustrating one 
_ *form of the invention as it may be applied to an individua 
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ingles with cold water at the surface to’elevate ‘its tem- L 
peratur'e‘to a level above its normal freezing temperature 45 
The so-called bubble system is effective but it Lis'ialso "very ‘ 
expensive and subject to, corrosion and otherder'ange 
ments resulting from prolonged submergence, particu 

50. 
a modi?ed ‘construction of the’invention; and 

pile havinga‘free upper end; ‘ ' ‘ ~ 7 - ' 

FIG, 2 is a top ‘plan view of the arrangement of FIG. 1; 
FIG, ‘3 is aperspective view showing one manner 

'whereby‘the invention may be constructed in elongated 
sh'eetilike vform; ‘ 
FIG. 4’ is a vertical cross~sectional view showing one 

manner in which the structure of FIG. 3 ‘may be arranged’ 
1 for the protection of a pile whose upper end'is not free; a 

FIG. 5 is a schematic side elevation ‘showing how the . 
structure of FIG‘. 3 may be utilized for the protection of 
a'boat; \ r i ‘ 

:FIG. 6 is a vertical cross-sectional view taken substan 
tially on the line 6-—6 of FIG. 5;‘ 1 ' 7 ‘ ' 

FIG. 7_ is a partial vertical cross-sectional view showing 

> FIG-8 ‘is a view ‘similar to FIG. '1 showing yet another 
modi?ed construction of the invention, ‘ 

water’ expands so that .lth'eicolder'Water-?oats'above the I 
warmer strata below andit is this well recognized phenom 
enon which causes water to freeze from the surface down 
wardly. Obviously, the. waterjin the lower strata must (be .55 
at; all times above freezing or ,otherwise'thiswater would > 

V Tfreeze in the same mannerpga‘s‘ the surfaceiwate‘n'jand it is 
way- recognition of they relative‘ warmth, ofthelower'. strata 

tein ofgice prevention. 
which is made‘ useof in thejabove mentioned bubble sysf 
It is. the broad objectl-of-‘ithe ‘present vinvention toipro 

vide ‘novel methodland means for preventing ice‘ forms: 
7 tion. against partially immersed JObjeCt'sj'WithQut requiring 
the ‘use, of expensive, derangeablefmechanical equipment. 

7 tltvis'a more speci?cuo‘bject of the present vinvention to, 
‘provide novelmethod andjvmeansifo'nthe prevention of - > 

‘ rice‘ formation. on water immersedobjects, such as ‘piles, . 

Referring" now to’ the drawings andparticularly to FIG. 
. 1',‘ the numeral 8 designates-a conventionally driven pile 
‘located in waters- subjected to destructive icing condia 
trons. vIce protecting‘means constructed in accordance 
with the invention is designated 'by' the numeral ‘10 and 

= 7 ‘comprises a tubular-sleeve 12 slightly larger'in diameter ‘ 
than the ‘pile '8. Bonded to thefupper outer, end part of 
the sleeve 12 is an‘ annular“ ring 141'of water impervious 
heat insulating, buoyant‘material such‘ as" aifoamfof poly- . 
‘styrene, polyethylene, ‘rubber having‘clo'sed, ga‘si?ed cells, 

‘ or ‘other? suitable suhstancdl' The’ring ‘14 is'b'ondedto 

boats and the likeywhich?meanstakesadvantage oflhthefr 
> _' higher ‘temperature of waterbelow'theifreezing layer and 

conducts the heat thereof into tl1e_-;surface'zone "immedi7' 
ately surrounding the ‘ojbj’echtherieby continuously mainyi 

lthe‘sl‘e'eve vl2 in "such‘a position with respect 'to the upper 
‘end of- the latter that when the assembly is floating in , 
water the upper edge 15 ofthe sleeve is disposed 'at or. 
slightly‘ above the surface‘ of the water ‘for reasons that 
will becqmeappar'entl ' Further, the ring 1450f insulating ‘ 
material should have a've‘rtica'l dim’en‘siori'such that when 

76 the assemblyris in‘the‘wa'ter theiupper andljow'er'side's'v 
16,3118 ofthe ring are respectively"disposed’atleast-slightly 
above ‘the’surfa‘ce ofi'thewaterandtat a'rdiep’th beyond the 
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expected lower surface 19 of the ice 20; that is to say, 
when the protector assembly is in its position of use the 
ring should extend above and below the ice layer su?i 
ciently far so as to prevent exterior ice from touching any 
part of the sleeve 12. The sleeve 12 should be of ‘a 
material having high thermal conductivity, such as copper 
or aluminum, and should extend freely below the lower 
edge of the ring and well into the warmer strata of water 
beneath the ice layer. 
As should be apparent from an inspection ofFIG. 1,7 

when the structure of the invention is in its position of 
use, the lower end of the metallic sleeve 12 is totally sub 
merged in water all of which is at a temperature above 
freezing, thus heat from the lower strata will be conducted 
through the sleeve wall toward the region of lower tem 
perature at the upper end of the sleeve in accordance with 
the wellknown law of heat conductivity. Because the 
exterior of the sleeve in the region of greatest cold is in 
sulated by the ring 14 from ice or freezing surface water, 
the annular ring of water 21 within the sleeve surrounding 
the pile has its temperature raised to a level which may 
approximate the temperature level of the warmer strata 
beneath the ice but in any event the temperature is raised 
to a level above freezing. . 

FIG. 4 illustrates an arrangement particularly suited 
for the ‘protection of piles which support structures pre 
venting a prefabricated sleeve from being lowered over 
the top of the pile as in the embodiment of FIG. 1. The 
structure of FIG. 4 may be identical to the structure of 
FIG. 1 except that the user would be required to ?rst cut 
the sleeve 12 and the plastic ring 14 along a line 22 where 
upon the user would spread the sleeve to an open position 
so that it could, in effect, be snapped around the pile 
below a horizontal support member, such as the stringer 
24 illustrated in FIG. 4. A suitable‘ plastic which has a 
sufficient degree of resiliency to permit such spreading is 
polyethylene foam plastic which upon being released, 
elastically springs back to its original shape and aids in’. 
retaining the structure in its slceve-like'rform around the 
pile. In addition metallic strapping 26, 28 of the same 
material as the sleeve 12 may be utilized to retain the 
structure in its proper shape. The strapping may-be of 
a construction substantially similar to strapping usedto 
retain insulating material around pipes, that is to say, one 
end of the strap may be provided with'a buckle or bail 
through which the ‘free end of the strap is passed and 
merely bent back upon itself. 

In lieu of slitting the structure of FIG. 1 to provide projv 
tcction for piles of the type illustrated in FIG. 4, the ice 
protector of the invention is susceptible of fabrication in 
substantially ?at elongated composite sheets 2% asillus 
trated in FIG. 3. As shown the metallic part 30 of the 
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sheet ‘29 may be corrugated, and preferably of aluminum ; ,k 
or copper, to which there is bonded or cast at the 'upper 
end of the outer side thereof a continuous strip 32 of do? 
ta'tion-plastic material which is desirably ?exible, as for 
example, foam rubber of the type having closed 
cells. ' , 

With the above arrangement it will'be apparent that the 
user would, cut off lengths as necessary for the intended 

For example, if a pile is to ‘be protected‘ ,theiuser \ 
wouldmeasure the circumference of the pile and would ' 
use. 

so 

cut off a length of the composite sheet 30 which is someal; 
what greater thanirthe measured circumference ‘and he 
would then bend the: sheetingv around .the pile .randiapplyl 
suitable fasteners suchv as the‘ strapping 26, 28 to produce 
a structure which ‘has an appearancesimilar to that shown 
in FIG. 4. ' '_ - I ' 7 

Boats which are subjectedv to ice are vulnerable fora 
variety of reasons but primarily because theice freezes on 
any,_ almost imperceptible, projecting ?bres .or- caulking 
material and starts a chain reaction which may ultimately 
cause a substantial part of the caulkingbeing withdrawn 
from underwater seams resulting frequently ‘in the ju'nex: 
pected sinking of a vessel'as- the ice retreats in thespring 
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time. The structure of FIG. 3 is particularly suited for 
the protection of boats against losses of the foregoing na 
ture as well as against other damage produced by ice. As 
illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 6‘ an elongated composite sheet 

. 29 of the type illustrated in FIG. 3 is placed around the 
entire vessel as close inwardly to the water line as can be 
arranged. The surrounding sheet may be supported from 
the vessel by the means of lines 34 as illustrated and if 
necessary in ‘order to draw the-material into the sides of 
the vessel as closely as possible a suitable fore and aft line 
36 may be‘ wrapped around-the entire periphery of the 
sheeting material to insure that only a minimum marginal 
band of water contacting the sides of the vessel need be 
raised to an above freezing temperature as explained here 
in ‘before. 
Where the sheeting of FIG. 3 is to be used primarily 

for the protection of vessels, it may be desirable to con 
struct the plastic material as shown in FIG. 7 wherein the 
upper edge 33 thereof extends over the upper edge of the 
metallic member 40. With this arrangement it will be 
noted that the extending edge part 38 of the plastic ma 
terial serves as a fender to prevent the upper edge of the 
metallic member from scarring the sides of the vessel. 

In FIG. 8 a further modi?cation of the invention is 
shown wherein the upper edge 42 of the heat conducting 
member 44 extends slightly above the upper edge of the 
plastic material 46. This arrangement may be useful for 
taking advantage of the heat of the sun as an aid in retain 
ing an area ice free. 

In addition to utilizing the conductivity of the metallic 
sleeve to maintain an ice-free zone about immersed ob 
jects, in tidal areas it is believed that the sleeve may also 
serve as a fluid conduit to direct flowing, warmer waters 
up into the sleeve where it co-mingles with the cooler sur 
face water. Also as the sleeve ascends'and descends with 
the tide there may be an action somewhat similar to pump 
ing whereby as the sleeve moves vertically there is a degree 
of turbulence set up within the con?nes of the sleeve which 
causes‘a certain amount of mixing of cold and warmer 
waters. " ' I ' 

The use of the invention should be apparent from the 
foregoing description. It is' contemplated thatthe ice 
protecting means of the invention will be placed in its 
position of use only just before the onset of icing con 
ditions and will be‘ removed as early as possible after 
the danger of ice is over. .During the winter months ma 
rine growth is dormantand the structure will remain in 
a maximum heat-conducting conditionfree of growth if 
timely placement and removal is adhered to. , 

It'will be apparent from the foregoing description that 
. the method and apparatus of the-invention provides a rela 
tively inexpensive, continuously re-usable, non-derange 
able means for protecting partially immersed objects from 
icev damage.’ Tests during icing conditions utilizing poly 
styrene foam, which is a crumbly, quitebrittle substance, 
established that the invention is'elfectiveto accomplish 
itsintendcd purpose. Itgwas particularly noted that even 
though the polystyrene 'was ?rmly locked in a thick ice 
layer which presumably expanded radially inwardly durT 
ing periods of, extreme cold, after the, ice had departed 
no deterioration of the foam couldbe detected, and dur 
ing‘ icing conditions there was no apparent'tenclency of 
thetest model to be collapsed inwardly by the pressure 
ofthe ice.’ ‘ - 

I. It will be' apparent to those skilled in the art that the 
structure of the invention is subject. to a variety of modi 
?cations suited to prevailing conditions. ‘For example, 
the metallic member may be pleated ‘or corrugatedsoas 

. ‘to afford a maximum heat conducting area exposed to the 
_ warm strata of water. The plastic "material may be 
' bonded to' the metallic'material in a'ny?of a'variety of 
\vays; for example, foam-rubber might be vulcanized di; 

- , rectly to the upperside of the metallic sheet material and . 
other plastics maybe bonded by theusoofpsuitable adhe 
sives as for example,.epox ’ adh'es‘iveand the like‘. These 
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and other materials maybe ‘.utiliied and other changes 

‘ spirit of the appended claims.,j. "i- > 

> -What is‘cla'imedis: ‘ ‘ 

1. Means preventing “the formation ‘office upon an 
4 object partially immersed ‘in “a body ofnwater subject to 1 
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" l. v natural icing conditionscomprising metallic sheetmaterial . 
t continuously surrounding said objectvin‘nclosely" spaced 

‘' > i‘ "relationship With ice-free water therebetweenQwater‘im 
'~ ‘pervious, heat insulating material extending continuously 

around the outer faceof saidfmetallic‘ sheet material and 
?xedly-securedin heat’ insulating 'relationship‘therewith, 
said [heatv insulating material having‘ continuous closing 

‘. ;upper and lower terminal edges with the'vzvertical dimen- Y ‘ 
jsion therebetween being‘ greaterthaniithe thickness Of. ice 

of" said. metallic, sheet material. extending ‘substantially be 
- ‘ ‘ ‘yond‘the ‘lower: edge ‘of said insulatingmaterial, and means 

resulting from said natural icing conditions, the lower end '' 

e5 ' 
v _ t ‘ -_' thereof terminates atfa ‘depthnoiless'than thebottom sur- '1' 

‘.Inaybe‘resorted to without departing from the scope and,‘ ' face of the layer'f'of'ice resulting ‘from said ‘natural icing ' '. . 
I - conditions, said insulating material completely'coveri‘ng" _ 

thesheet material when it passes through’ said ice layer. . 
- 3. The means accordingito claim 2‘Wherein said insu 

- latingl'material and said support means are. combined‘in ‘ aunitary ?otatable substancejhaving high‘heat insulating v ‘ 

properties.w - 
'4. The means according to claim 3 wherein said in'su_ ‘ 

lating material'pomprisesi ?otation plastic roam material.‘ 
1,5; The means according toclaim .4jwherein theuppei' . . 

side, edge ofgsaidi'lplastictfoélnii materialioverlaps the upper. :7 ‘f \ 
“horizontal edgeof said sheet material to serve as a tender 

7 :7‘ for the edge of said heatconducting member. 
1151 v 

7 horizontal edge part of saidv sheet material ‘projectsrabove' -? 
6....The-nieans according to;;claim:23wherein thetupper 

'‘ the adjacent‘ edge ‘of said~heat insulating material so as 

l l' _‘ supporting said metallic sheetmatevrial. in said water with - 
' ‘fits; upper edge "at least at the.‘ surface ‘of the. water‘ in'its 

ice-free conditionandits lower end depending into ,heat _‘ 
‘ ‘conducting relationship inaJlowerj-strata of warm water 
‘Ubeneath‘ aylayer of rice reisu'ltinglfromi said natural icing”: '' 

j ‘ conditions,‘ said} insulatingytmateiial being so positioned 
on; said metallic sheet material that with‘ thetlatter in‘said 

__; , supported-position the "upper edge ofrsaid'insulatin'g ma-- v. 
‘ {terial is‘ atleast notybelow‘ the surface: of the water in its "- :> 

l ice-free conditionand the lower edge thereof terminatesv 
_ i - :at a; depth no less than the bottorn'su'rface of the‘laycr of 

. ice; resulting from said-lnatural 'i‘cing};_c'onditions,-' said 

J when-it ‘‘ passes through ‘s'aid'vi’ce layer. 

2. ‘Means ‘maintaining aniice-free ‘zone 7 ,water subject to natural icing‘, conditions comprisingxiar 
' V metallic heat conducting member maf‘g'inallyfandicomi 

25 
1 form upon folding .thereo? ‘f 

atmosphere, ' ' 

to Y be , exposed a in ‘heat :conducting, relationship‘ with the: t 

7. Theimeans according toclaim 2, wherein said sheet > 
materialis ‘in substantially tubular form, said material‘ 

as to enable itato, be folded intojsaid 
form.“ V_ '1 it 'i , 

The'means‘according to'cl‘aim 7 including fastening 5 '_ 7 
‘means for retaining said: sheet material said tubular . ' i 

> v; QaThe-mQaIisJaccOrdingj to claim‘ 7 wherei'nltsa'id sheet 
irn‘aterial is corrugated; - é . I 

,. . 30 " ' " " l 

' - ~ insulating material ?eompl'e'telycoveringthe sheet material 
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‘ 'tinuously surrounding said‘ zone; ‘water. imperyious; heat " 
insulating material.‘ extending continuously ‘around-the»: 
outer face ‘of said heatconducting"member’andt?xedly connected injh‘ejat, insulating“,relationship"therewith; said; :40 

, heat insulating material?'ha‘ving eontinuous closing ilp'perf 
and ,-lower terminal" edges ;,with1,{;the,rvertical' dimension, 

‘ thereb‘etween being‘ greater‘v’thaiillétheathickness of icepre-t 
‘ . sulting from said natural icing conditions, the lowerIie‘n'dh 

of said heat'vconducting'jmembenextendingisubstantiall ‘ 
beyond the‘ lower '"éd'ger‘of, said‘insulating,jmateriaLfand" ._ 
means supporting; said; heat ‘conducting member said 
water with‘ its_jupperf* edge ‘at’ least at‘ the surfaceof the‘ 

1 ‘water in; its ice-freexcondition - andlgits lowerie'ndj depend? . 
in'g‘ intojheat conducting. relationship in :a; lower strata 

“ of Warm water beneatha layerfj‘ofjicelresulti?g‘ from said‘ 
V ' natural.‘ icing ‘conditions, ._s:aid<-1in_sulating material ‘being _ 

._; .so positioned ‘orij-said 7heat [conducting member that with " 
the latter in its supportedposition thegiuppeijgedge ofjsaid 

' insulating material’ is: at least-notjbelowgthe' surface of‘ .3 ' 
its ice ree condition and’ the-.ilowe'rjedge 
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